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By Monte Burke

Little, Brown & Company. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, 4th and Goal: One Man's
Quest to Recapture His Dream, Monte Burke, This is a true story.As a kid growing up in a rough-
and-tumble neighborhood in New York City, Joe Moglia dreamed of someday becoming the head
coach of a college football team-not of becoming a corporate titan.But sometimes, life gets in the
way of our dreams. By the time Joe was in his early 30s, he had risen through the high school and
college football ranks to become the defensive coordinator at Dartmouth. His dream was very
much within reach. Problem was, Joe wasn't making enough money to support his growing family.
Faced with the hard choice between chasing his lifelong dream and supporting his wife and four
young kids, Joe did the honorable thing: He walked away from football and went to Wall Street to
try to find a job that would foot the bills at home.Joe had no training in finance. He had no MBA. His
resume reflected his coaching accomplishments and his teaching jobs. And yet, somehow, through
grit and determination, he was able to land an entry-level position at Merrill Lynch.Fast forward 25
years later....
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Very helpful to all of class of folks. This is certainly for all who statte there had not been a worthy of studying. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ja yda  Lehner  Jr .-- Ja yda  Lehner  Jr .

This ebook can be worth a read, and superior to other. Yes, it is actually perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period
will probably be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- Elisha  O 'Conner  II--  Elisha  O 'Conner  II
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